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ABSTRACT
Sexually oriented establishments across the United States often pose as massage businesses and force victim workers into a hybrid of sex and labor trafficking, simultaneously harming the legitimate massage industry. Stakeholders with varied goals and approaches to dismantling the illicit massage industry all report the need for multi-source data to clearly and transparently identify the worst offenders and highlight patterns in behaviors. We utilize findings from primary stakeholder interviews with law enforcement, regulatory bodies, legitimate massage practitioners, and subject-matter experts from nonprofit organizations to identify data sources and potential indicators of illicit massage businesses (IMBs). We focus our analysis on data from open sources in Texas and Florida including customer reviews and business data from Yelp.com, the U.S. Census, and GIS files such as truck stop, highway, and military base locations. We build two interpretable prediction models, risk scores and optimal decision trees, to determine the risk that a given massage establishment is an IMB. The proposed multi-source data-based approach and interpretable models can be used by stakeholders at all levels to save time and resources, serve victim-workers, and support well informed regulatory efforts.

1. Introduction
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime reported a more than five-fold increase in internet-facilitated human trafficking cases between 2004 and 2018 (UNODC, 2021). Trafficking networks rely on social media, classified sites, and standalone web pages to target vulnerable populations while maintaining anonymity (Borrelli and Caltagirone, 2020). The hidden nature of trafficking and modern slavery makes accurate scale and revenue estimations difficult; however, trafficking comprises one of the most profitable and fastest growing crimes in the world, trapping an estimated over 40,000,000 people (ILO, 2017).

We focus our analysis on the illicit massage industry. Currently, an estimated 11,000 illicit massage businesses (IMBs) are operating in the United States (Heyrick Research, 2021). Traffickers operate illicitly behind a facade of providing legitimate massage services while subjecting victim workers to labor and sexual exploitation. There are varying estimates of the number of trafficking victims in the illicit massage industry, but evidence shows that it is not negligible. For example, Chin, Takahashi, Baik, et al. (2019) interviewed 116 massage business employees who had provided sexual services, and found that 17% of them had been forced or coerced to do so. Obtaining evidence of “force, fraud, or coercion” that is necessary for prosecuting traffickers is extremely difficult (de Vries and Radford, 2022). Therefore, traffickers in the illicit massage industry often leave evidence on the internet without fear of being caught.

Our goal in this study is to piece together clues about IMBs from various open internet sources and create interpretable machine learning models to help investigators prioritize massage businesses that are most likely to be exploiting victim workers of human trafficking. A model is interpretable if it can be easily understood by humans (Rudin et al., 2022). Interpretable models such as risk scores and decision trees are commonly used in healthcare and criminal justice, but many applications have suboptimal performance (Rudin et al., 2022). We utilize two recently developed methods for creating optimized risk scores (Ustun and Rudin, 2019) and decision trees (Lin et al., 2020). Once trained, both models rely on simple math or logic using a small number of features from the data to predict the risk that a given business is an IMB. These models are interpretable because it is easy for the user to see how each data feature contributes to the predictions. The interpretability is important for stakeholders such as law enforcement to have confidence in the predictions (Deeb-Swihart et al., 2019; Raaijmakers, 2019). Furthermore, the small size and simplicity of the two models facilitate their implementation in practice.

From stakeholder interviews conducted through NC State University, IRB # 23962, we learned that the workflow of human trafficking investigators and prosecutors often...
involves reviewing data from various sources and prioritizing cases based on both objectively and subjectively identified features. Stakeholders report that there is a need for a more streamlined process for identifying and prioritizing potential IMB investigations. In the literature, studies analyze the geographic and socio-demographic features of IMB locations at the census tract level (Crotty and Bouché, 2018; de Vries, 2022) or develop classification models for online customer reviews of massage businesses based on textual analysis (Li et al., 2021; de Vries and Radford, 2022). This work differs from these studies in that we develop risk prediction models for IMBs at the business level using geographic and socio-demographic data sources in combination with customer review data. We consider features such as the gender of the author and business rating in addition to the review text. Furthermore, our emphasis on interpretability sets us apart from other predictive modeling efforts in the human trafficking literature. The proposed approach is realistic and practical because law enforcement and other counter-trafficking stakeholders also use multiple data sources in their investigations. Our models could enable stakeholders to better triage, pivot through, and identify IMBs, therefore reducing time spent prioritizing investigations and allowing more time to investigate the most egregious offenders.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review of related studies on the illicit massage industry. Section 3 describes our data sources. Section 4 explains how we extract features from the data and create a machinable data set. Section 5 describes the methodology used for building risk scores and optimal decision trees. Section 6 presents computational results for both models, compares the performance to baseline models, and provides a discussion. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the work and gives future directions.

2. Literature review

We first review previous efforts to combat sex trafficking using data analysis and machine learning methods. We then discuss related studies that focus on trafficking in IMBs.

2.1. Prediction models for sex trafficking

The majority of the machine learning literature about combating sex trafficking has utilized text analysis methods to detect indicators of trafficking in online advertisements for commercial sex. For example, several studies considered lists of sex trafficking terms provided by law enforcement and non-profit organizations to extract informative text features (Dubrawski et al., 2015; Alvari et al., 2017; Tong et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020; Hernández-Álvarez and Granizo, 2021). Some studies applied automatic processes such as bag-of-words (Dubrawski et al., 2015) and Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) (Alvari et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2019) to generate text features. More advanced natural language processing models such as the continuous bag-of-words model (Ramchandani et al., 2021), the skipgram model (Tong et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020), and the BERT model (Esfahani et al., 2019) were also explored. Tong et al. (2017) and Hernández-Álvarez and Granizo (2021) combined image data with text analysis to improve detection of trafficking in online escort advertisements. In addition to detecting isolated instances of trafficking, researchers studied trafficking networks and their characteristics. Zhu et al. (2019) used phone numbers to create networks of advertisements from the same organization and then predicted the risk for each organization. Keskin et al. (2021) grouped advertisements by text, phone number, and image hashing, and then evaluated models to predict the movement of victims.

All papers mentioned above considered advertisements from websites for commercial sex acts. Customer review texts for commercial sex providers have also been shown to contain important information (e.g., phone numbers) for tracking the movements of trafficking victims (Ibanez and Suthers, 2014). These review texts that indicate trafficking provide context concurrent to or after the exploitation occurs. Detecting and disrupting trafficking networks from multiple stages of the human trafficking kill chain, as defined by Caltagirone (2017), can enable a more comprehensive fight against human trafficking. Helderop et al. (2019) considered customer review text from the hotel review site, Travelocity.com, along with price and location-based features, to identify hotels with high prostitution arrests, which were suggested to be tied to sex trafficking.

Recent studies examined trafficking activities associated with geographic and socio-demographic attributes as well. Metzko et al. (2018) applied spatial analysis to understand where sex trafficking arrests occurred in Austin, Texas, and studied the effect of situational and socio-demographic neighborhood features. They found positive correlation between sex trafficking offenses and the following features: proximity to the highway, count of motels, count of sexually oriented businesses, and a concentrated disadvantage metric derived from five census variables.

2.2. Spatial analysis of IMBs

Studies in the literature that focused on trafficking in the illicit massage industry mostly analyzed data from IMB review boards such as Rubmaps.ch. Bouché and Crotty (2018) studied where IMBs locate and estimated the demand for illicit massage in Houston, Texas. They observed a sample of businesses with reviews on Rubmaps using camera footage to monitor people entering and exiting the businesses. They estimated the total annual demand for illicit massage at each business. They further predicted the total annual demand for all IMBs in Houston using a least squares regression model fit to the observed data and considering Rubmaps and census features. In a follow-up study, Crotty and Bouché (2018) identified clustering of IMB locations in Houston census tracts and determined which demographic characteristics were correlated with the clustering using a geographically weighted regression method. They found that census features related to race, education,
employment industries, and household types were significant predictors of clustering.

Chin, Takahashi, and Wiebe (2019) conducted a similar IMB location analysis in Los Angeles County and New York City. The authors identified IMB clustering in both areas and found that features related to race and household size were significant. White et al. (2021) expanded similar geographic analysis across the United States by creating prediction models at the census tract and county levels to predict IMB prevalence from a variety of geographic and socio-demographic features. They found that significant features were related to race, rent, and income levels as well as an area’s distance to international airports, religious presence, and state. de Vries (2022) studied IMB locations from a criminology perspective. They found that areas with high social disorganization and indicators of crime opportunity, i.e., high population density, proximity to highways, and high retail land use, were more receptive to IMBs. These works all provided insight on the types of neighborhoods where IMBs tend to locate. However, they did not predict whether a particular massage business is an IMB. We use these findings in the literature to suggest geographic and socio-demographic features to include in our models.

2.3. Text Analysis of IMBs

Studies in the literature have applied text analysis methods to online customer reviews to detect trafficking. de Vries and Radford (2022) conducted interviews with human trafficking experts to identify human trafficking indicators in IMBs, such as the rotation of victim-workers among IMBs. They identified seed words from the interviews and implemented the skip-gram model to detect terms used in a similar context in Rubmaps reviews. The authors used this approach to create a list of IMB “risk markers”.

A partnership between Accenture and the counter-human-trafficking non-profit organization, Global Emancipation Network, developed Artemis, a tool that aggregated large amounts of business review data, and used machine learning models to classify Yelp and Rubmaps reviews and predict businesses likely engaged in trafficking (Vyas and Caltagirone, 2019). This tool was created for law enforcement and private companies and is not publicly available. Diaz and Panangadan (2020) trained a random forest classifier to predict Yelp reviews for IMBs using text features created with a bag-of-words method and TF-IDF weighting. Li et al. (2021) used an ensemble approach to combine two methods for predicting Yelp reviews for IMBs. One of those methods developed and utilized a lexicon derived from Yelp review language to create review text features, and the other one used word embeddings. We apply the lexicon scoring method of Li et al. (2021) to create Yelp review features. These previous works considered customer review text for making review-level predictions. In addition to Yelp review text, we consider other review-level features, such as review rating and author gender, and business-level features, such as business name and available services, to predict the likelihood that a massage business is illicit.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous efforts exist to combine text analysis of customer reviews for massage business with geographic and socio-demographic data or business information from websites such as Yelp.com to build models that predict the likelihood that a massage business is an IMB. Using an approach that considers several data sources is important, as it most closely resembles the multifaceted investigative process described by counter-trafficking stakeholders interviewed in our study. The model proposed by Helderop et al. (2019) for predicting prostitution in hotels most closely resembles our multi-source approach. In addition to being applied to a different problem, we also emphasize interpretability of our models. We will discuss literature related to our methodology in Section 5. Although we use existing modeling techniques, they are applied to a new problem. There is no previous effort to create interpretable risk prediction models for IMBs.

3. Data sources

We focus our modeling and analysis on data that is easy to obtain for large jurisdictions across the United States. We consider two types of data: business data that is tied to each massage business, e.g., Yelp review text, and geographic or socio-demographic data that is tied to the physical location of each business, e.g., census data. Table 1 lists the data sources and fields that we use to compile a list of potential model features. We create business labels (i.e., illicit vs non-illicit) by combining business licensing records and information from the IMB review board, Rubmaps (see Section 4.2). Table 2 lists data sources that we use for labeling businesses. We train our models using data from Florida and Texas, due to the accessibility of licensing records from these two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Data Fields</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td>business name, address, phone number, business categories, price range,</td>
<td>23,386 businesses</td>
<td>9/5/06-9/28/21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reviews (text, author, date, rating)</td>
<td>112,423 reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Census Bureau ACS 5-year</td>
<td>% non-white, % foreign born, median household income, % housing vacant,</td>
<td>one for each U.S.</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estimates</td>
<td>% housing rented, % households with children, average household size, %</td>
<td>zip code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>over 25 with bachelors degree, % over 25 with masters degree, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nonfamily households, % ages 20 to 29, % employed in the manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>industry, % employed in education, health care, and social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assistance industries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUCA codes from USDA</td>
<td>Rural-Urban Commuting Area (RUCA) Codes indicate if the area is</td>
<td>one for each U.S.</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>metropolitan, micropolitan, small town, or rural, locations of all military</td>
<td>zip code varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bases, highways, truck stops, police stations, and public schools</td>
<td>varies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS files from various sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
states. The trained models can be applied to make predictions in other states since all model features are readily available. In the following subsections, we describe each data source further. We provide the date range for each data source in Tables 1 and 2. Since Yelp, Rubmaps, and the business licensing records provide the most time-sensitive information about businesses at a given point in time, we ensure that they have overlapping date ranges.

### 3.1. Yelp customer reviews and business information

Yelp hosts customer reviews for businesses in many industries. We obtained Yelp data (see Table 1) for all massage-related businesses in Texas and Florida listing at least one form of massage or spa treatment as one of the business categories. We created two new features for each Yelp review. First, using the Yelp lexicon developed by Li et al. (2021), we assigned a score to each review. This lexicon includes 169 words and phrases each assigned a weight of 1 or 2 based on how closely the phrase is tied to illicit massage and sex trafficking. A score is created for a review by summing the four highest weights of the lexicon terms present. This lexicon can be requested from the authors of Li et al. (2021). Second, we used the Python package, “gender-guesser 0.4.0” to guess the gender of the author of the review based on the author’s first name. It is known that IMBs primarily attract male customers (Crotty and Bouché, 2018).

### 3.2. Geographic and socio-demographic data

Through 24 stakeholders interviews conducted between September 1st, 2021 and December 13th, 2021, and based on the literature, we identified geographic and socio-demographic features that might influence where IMBs locate. We collected geographic data for the following location types. **Truck Stops:** It is known that truck stops are key components of the nationwide human trafficking networks (Polaris Project, 2012). The truck stop data is available from the U.S. Department of Transportation (2021). **Highways:** Crime opportunity theory (de Vries, 2022) and stakeholder interviews suggest that IMBs may locate near highways for ease of moving victims and convenience of buyers. The highway data is available from Esri (2021). **Military Bases:** Stakeholder interviews also suggest that IMBs benefit from demand near military bases, often advertising military discounts. The military base data is available from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Sustainment (2019). **Police Stations:** The presence of law enforcement in a neighborhood may deter IMBs from locating there (de Vries, 2022). The police station data is available from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (2021a). **Schools:** There has been increased attention and concern regarding IMBs located near schools (Children at Risk, 2018; RESET180, 2020). It is unclear whether the presence of schools affects IMB location strategies, but better understanding the relationship can inform future policies and interventions. The school data is available from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (2021b).

For each massage business, we calculated the distance to the closest location feature of each type. We used the Google Maps Application Programming Interface (API) to obtain the latitude and longitude of each business and then used the “GeoPandas 0.10.2” package in Python to calculate the shortest Euclidean distance (on a projected coordinate system) to each feature type.

Previous works have identified IMB neighborhood demographic indicators that can be operationalized through census data (Crotty and Bouché, 2018). We collected zip code level socio-demographic data from the 2018 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year detailed data tables provided by the U.S. Census Bureau (2021). We included features relating to race, nationality, income, education, and housing which were identified as significant indicators by Crotty and Bouché (2018). We also collected Rural-Urban Commuting Area (RUCA) codes from U.S. Department of Agriculture (2020) for each zip code. Table 1 contains the full list of features from these sources. We used the most recently available RUCA codes and GIS location files. We chose the 2018 ACS survey data to align best with the date ranges of the majority of business records. These sources represent less transient characteristics of a business’s location and are therefore less time sensitive than the business data sources.

### 3.3. Massage license records

We submitted public records requests to 10 states to obtain records related to massage business and therapist licensing. Each state has different licensing requirements and policies for redacting and releasing these records to the public. Two states, Texas and Florida, were able to provide very thorough records on a large number of massage businesses and therapists. Texas and Florida require all massage therapists and massage establishments to maintain a valid massage license through the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (2022) and the Florida Board of Massage

---

### Table 2. Data sources used for labeling businesses in Florida and Texas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Data Fields</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida Board of Massage Therapy</td>
<td>licensing records for massage businesses and therapists: includes name, location, phone number, license number, license status, details about administrative orders</td>
<td>7645 licenses, 369 admin. orders</td>
<td>9/9/99-6/21/19 (licenses), 6/14/91-5/24/19 (admin. orders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Dept. of Licensing and Regulation</td>
<td>licensing records for massage businesses and therapists: includes name, location, phone number, license number, license status, details about administrative orders</td>
<td>326 licenses, 501 admin. orders</td>
<td>1/31/91-7/31/21 (licenses), 8/12/19-12/13/21 (admin. orders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubmaps</td>
<td>business name, address, phone number, reviews (text, username, date, amount paid to house, extra tip paid, ethnicity of workers)</td>
<td>2241 businesses, 5949 reviews</td>
<td>4/10/21-9/14/21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Therapy (2022), respectively. The licensing records from these states include the data fields listed in Table 2. The license status of a business or therapist, such as “Revoked,” “Suspended,” indicates to some extent the severity of a license holder’s misconduct. We also requested details about administrative orders which are issued to licensed and unlicensed businesses and therapists and result in license status changes, fines, or other penalties. These details include descriptions of the misconduct and resulting action taken. Obtaining these details requires significant human effort, either reading through pdfs or looking up license numbers in a database. We utilize this data for labeling businesses only. Therefore, the proposed approach requires a significant effort to create labeled training data. However, once trained, our models can efficiently scale to make predictions on easily obtainable data.

3.4. Rubmaps

Rubmaps.ch is a paid, member-only IMB-specific review board where sex buyers can locate IMBs and review their experience with details of the commercial sex acts provided. The data fields collected from Rubmaps are listed in Table 2. Previous work by Global Emancipation Network identified a list of keywords for evaluating the content of advertisements and reviews for commercial sex acts. This keyword list assigns weights to two sets of terms, one relating to commercial sex and one to human trafficking. We used this list to score each of the Rubmaps reviews to confirm that a Rubmaps business actually has illicit reviews. Like the licensing data, we only use the Rubmaps data to label our training data set. This process will be discussed in Section 4.2.

4. Data preparation

We describe how we identify the set of massage businesses for analysis, create business level features, and label businesses for classification.

4.1. Identifying massage businesses

Placekey is a free universal standard identifier for any physical place (Placekey, 2021). We use the Placekey API to create location identifiers for the address data from each of our sources because of its ability to distinguish separate businesses in close proximity. The Placekey API utilizes a location’s address and name to encode a Placekey ID with up to three components. One component identifies a roughly 15,000 m² hexagon that contains the location and another component encodes the address of the location within the hexagon. A third component is included if Placekey can identify a specific point of interest, e.g., business, in the Placekey reference data set using the provided location name. However, we use only the location and address components of the Placekey ID and not the name component for two reasons. First, through our interviews and observations in the data, we find that many IMBs operate under multiple names. For example, they may have one formal name in licensing records, but advertise under a different name on Rubmaps. The second reason is that the therapist licensing data often provide an address, but not a business name.

We define a 3-year study period between September 15th, 2018 and September 14th, 2021. This is the most recent 3-year period for which we have both Yelp and Rubmaps data (see Tables 1 and 2). Furthermore, we have business licensing records from Texas and Florida for most of this time window. We identify 9616 unique massage business locations with reviews on Yelp and 1565 unique business locations with reviews on Rubmaps in the study period. We assume that data from the same location correspond to the same business entity. Therefore, when there are multiple Yelp pages with the same Placekey ID, we assume that they are alternative pages for a business and aggregate the data from each page. Specifically, we combine all reviews from each Yelp page and use the business level data from the page with the most recent review. We do the same for Rubmaps as well.

4.2. Creating a labeled data set

For Yelp and Rubmaps reviews written within the 3-year study period, we create numeric features that summarize information for each business. We also create binary and categorical features from other Yelp business information when possible. For example, we identify whether the Yelp business phone number also appears in classified advertisements for commercial sex. We utilize a list of phone numbers collected from classified sites such as SkipTheGames and CityXGuide provided by Global Emancipation Network. Phone numbers have often been used in sex trafficking network analysis to link advertisements and entities (Dubrawski et al., 2015; Keskin et al., 2021). We suspect that the same phone numbers may be used in IMBs. Another example is that we create an indicator feature for whether the Yelp business name includes words that fit a theme associated with IMBs. We identify the themes “Asian,” “happy/lucky,” “touch/hands,” and “foot massage” from analysis of common words in Rubmaps business names. A list of these features is included in Table A1 in the Online Supplement.

We consider two broad criteria for labeling massage businesses as IMBs. The first criterion is derived from the licensing data discussed in Section 3.3. The second is derived from the Rubmaps data discussed in Section 3.4. We label any business with an administrative order or a license violation as an IMB. For license violations, we only consider those that resulted in the license being “Revoked,” “Suspended,” “Voluntarily Surrendered,” or “Emergency Restricted” since these are the most common penalties for serious offenses. The licensing data can sometimes provide evidence for crimes related to sexual or labor exploitation. However, we understand from our interviews that it is incredibly difficult to prosecute massage businesses for human trafficking, prostitution, and other serious crimes due to the burden of proof and hidden nature of these crimes, a sentiment also identified by de
Vries and Radford (2022). Interviewees report that illicit business owners commonly walk away from license violation notices of any kind rather than combat them before board hearings, as it remains easy to reopen another illicit massage business in many jurisdictions. That is, more serious crimes are often the root cause of simple violation notices. For this reason, we consider the penalties for license violations and all administrative orders, but not the description of the violation.

Since sex crimes and labor violations that relate to human trafficking in IMBs go under-reported and under-prosecuted, we also use the Rubmaps data to label IMBs that may not appear in licensing penalties. However, Rubmaps data is user-generated and cannot be assumed to tell the truth for every business. Therefore, we make assumptions about the Rubmaps data when labeling the businesses that are most suspected to be IMBs given the count and content of recent Rubmaps reviews. We do not claim that a business labeled with either criterion is known to be an IMB. However, both types of criteria contain indicators of a business that should be further investigated for potential illicit activity and crimes related to human trafficking. We define the labels as 1: a business with potential illicit activity and crimes related to human trafficking, and 0: a business with no evidence of such activity. The label for each business is determined based on the decision rules illustrated in Figure 1. The figure also displays the total label quantities. We refer to this set of 9473 labeled businesses as our “full data set” in later sections. The labeling is conservative, especially for those labeled using the Rubmaps reviews. Although this results in an imbalanced data set with only 4.25% positive labels, it leads to high confidence in the resulting predictions.

5. Methodology

In this section, we first present the feature selection and data sampling procedures. We then discuss the baseline prediction models. Lastly, we present the risk score and optimal decision tree models. A risk score assigns integer point values to a small number of features in the data (Singh et al., 2002; Kahn et al., 2009). A positive point value means increased risk, a negative value means reduced risk, and a higher absolute value means more impact on the risk score. To assess the risk of a given observation for the event of interest (e.g., whether a massage business is an IMB), the user only needs to consider the score value obtained by adding the points assigned to each feature of the observation. A decision tree predicts the label of a given observation by answering a series of questions from top to bottom of the tree. We propose these two models because they are easy for practitioners to implement, interpret, and trust. Furthermore, recent advancements allow for optimizing the training of these models (Ustun and Rudin, 2019; Lin et al., 2020).

5.1. Model features

Table A1 provides a description for each available feature. We consider these features in our analysis based on stakeholder interviews and the results established in the literature. We calculate the odds ratio for each available feature in the full data set and consider the results in combination with stakeholder input to select a subset of features for further analysis. We categorize the continuous features using three quantiles (“low”: 0 to 33.3 percentile, “medium”: 33.3 to 66.6 percentile, “high”: 66.6 to 100 percentile) or natural bins (e.g., “short”: less than 20 miles, “medium”: 20 to 60 miles, “long”: more than 60 miles) when conducting this analysis. Each “medium” category is treated as the reference group and is not included in the model due to multi-collinearity. The features selected from this univariate analysis are shown in Table 3 with their corresponding odds ratios.

Model features derived from Yelp (referred to as Yelp features hereafter) can directly provide information about the businesses. It is also important to consider the geographic and socio-demographic features of the places where IMBs locate this can help counter-trafficking stakeholders understand community trends and prioritize at-risk areas (Crotty and Bouché, 2018; Chin, Takahashi, and Wiebe, 2019; White et al., 2021; de Vries, 2022). Additionally, these features tend to be publicly available, easily accessible, and updated frequently. We explore the additional benefits of the geographic and socio-demographic features from Table 3 through multivariate analysis. We calculate the adjusted odds ratio for each of these features by controlling for the Yelp features. Results from this analysis are reported in Table A2. Eight geographic or socio-demographic features have statistically significant adjusted odds ratios. We keep these significant features except two features related to

![Figure 1. Flowchart for labeling massage businesses in the inclusion set. We only consider Rubmaps reviews and license violations that occur in the study period between September 15th, 2018 and September 14th, 2021. The "last 3 years" and "last year" are calculated from September 14th, 2021.](image-url)
because the odds ratio of these features are in the opposite direction to expert opinion. For example, one odds ratio indicates that massage businesses within 20 miles of a truck stop are less likely to be illicit compared to businesses that are 20–60 miles away from a truck stop. This might be because most of the businesses labeled as IMBs in our data are from metro areas which are likely to be far from truck stops. There are 23 features in the final set including the 17 Yelp features and six geographic and socio-demographic features. These six features are percent non-white - low, percent non-white - high, percent foreign born - low, percent of households with children - low, percent age 20 to 29 - low, and minimum distance to military base - long.

### 5.2. Data sampling

An imbalanced data set poses challenges when training supervised models. We apply an undersampling technique to reduce the imbalance between the majority (label 0) and the minority (label 1) classes. The full data set contains a similar number of businesses from Florida and Texas. We randomly undersample the majority class (Drummond and Holte, 2003; Liu et al., 2008) while maintaining an equal number of businesses from each state. This results in an undersampled data set that contains 403 label 1 businesses and 1612 label 0 businesses (806 from each state), increasing the label 1 proportion from 4.25% to 20%. We conduct numerical experiments using stratified five-fold cross-validation on the undersampled data set.

### 5.3. Baseline prediction models

We implement baseline prediction models using the “scikit-learn 1.0.2” package. Specifically, we train logistic regression, random forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and naïve Bayes models to predict whether a massage business is an IMB. We use the default settings and parameters of the scikit-learn package except for the following. For logistic regression, we add a class weight of 4 to the 0 labels. For SVM, we use the radial basis function kernel and a class weight of 4 for the 0 labels. For naïve Bayes, we use the Bernoulli naïve Bayes implementation. The same cross-validation data splits are used when training the baseline models, the risk score, and the optimal decision tree models.

Although logistic regression models can also be considered as interpretable, they are not as sparse and discrete as the proposed risk score and decision tree models.
5.4. Risk score

When training a risk score, an integer point value is assigned to each feature in the data. The problem of choosing the optimal point values can be formulated as an optimization problem to minimize a loss function subject to integer constraints. Ustun and Rudin (2019) proposed a Mixed-Integer Non Linear Programming (MINLP) model to train a risk score. The input data to the model can be represented by \( \{(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^{N} \), where \( N \) is the number of rows in the data, \( x_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d+1} \) is a vector of features \([1, x_{i1}, \ldots, x_{id}]\), and \( y_i \in \{-1, 1\} \) is the class label. The formulation of the MINLP problem is given by:

\[
\min_{\lambda} \quad I(\lambda) + C_0 \sum_{j=1}^{d} 1[\lambda_j \neq 0] \\
\text{s.t.} \quad \lambda \in \mathcal{L},
\]

where the normalized logistic loss function is given by:

\[
I(\lambda) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \log (1 + \exp (-y_i \langle \lambda, x_i \rangle) )
\]

Here, \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R}^{d+1} \) is a vector of variables and each element \( \lambda_j \) represents the points that feature \( j \) contributes to the score and \( \lambda_0 \) denotes the intercept. \( \mathcal{L} \subset \mathbb{Z}^{d+1} \) is a set of feasible integer variables and \( C_0 \) is a user-defined parameter that balances model fit and sparsity. The risk score for observation \( x_i \) is equal to \( s_i = \langle \lambda, x_i \rangle \). The probability that the observation belongs to the positive label class (predicted risk) is calculated by:

\[
p_i = \Pr(y_i = +1 \mid x_i) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp (-s_i)}.
\]

Two important attributes of a risk prediction model are risk calibration and rank accuracy. A well calibrated model provides predictions that are similar to the observed risk, and a rank-accurate model provides predictions that correctly rank the observations according to their true labels. The observed risk for a given score of \( s \) can be estimated by:

\[
\hat{p}_s = \frac{1}{|\{ i : s_i = s \}|} \sum_{i:s_i=s} 1[y_i = +1]
\]

We assess the calibration of the risk score by comparing the predicted risk to the observed risk for each score value. We assess rank accuracy of the risk score with the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) which is calculated by:

\[
\text{AUC} = \frac{1}{n^+ n^-} \sum_{[j:y_j=+1]} \sum_{[j:y_j=-1]} 1[s_i > s_k],
\]

where \( n^+ = |\{ i : y_i = +1 \}| \) and \( n^- = |\{ i : y_i = -1 \}| \).

The risk score training problem (1) is difficult to optimize because it is nonlinear and has a discrete search space. Furthermore, the \( l_0 \)-norm is non-differentiable and non-convex. Ustun and Rudin (2019) developed a Lattice Cutting Plane Algorithm (LCPA) to solve this problem. The LCPA is a branch-and-bound approach that recursively splits the feasible region \( \mathcal{L} \) and optimizes a linear approximation of the loss function \( I(\lambda) \) at each node. We train a risk score on our data using the LCPA implementation in the RiskSLIM package (Ustun, 2021). We use default settings of the package. We set the maximum number of features selected to 10 and the run time limit to 3600 seconds.

5.5. Optimal decision tree

Decision trees provide a simple mechanism for classification through a sequence of binary tests or decisions. They are extensively used due to their interpretability and good performance on categorical features (Kotsiantis, 2013). As a disadvantage, however, decision trees might have poor out-of-sample performance when the tree is too large. Hence, small trees are often desirable to avoid overfitting and also for interpretability. Heuristic algorithms are frequently used for training decision trees. These methods first construct a tree and then trim it to control its size (Breiman et al., 2017).

In the literature, efforts have been made to optimize decision trees in terms of linear metrics such as misclassification error (Nijssen and Fromont, 2007; Narodytska et al., 2018; Verhaeghe et al., 2020) or more challenging nonlinear metrics such as F1 score (Demirović and Stuckey, 2021). Several studies have considered controlling the shape of the tree, e.g., the depth of the tree (Bertsimas and Dunn, 2017) and number of leaf nodes (Hu et al., 2019), to enhance interpretability. Lin et al. (2020) extended the sparse optimal decision tree idea to allow various linear and nonlinear metrics such as weighted accuracy and F1 score. They developed the Generalized and Optimal Sparse Decision Tree (GOSDT) algorithm that balances the value of a loss function against the number of leaf nodes. The objective function is formulated as:

\[
R(d, x, y) = \ell(d, x, y) + \lambda H_d,
\]

where \( H_d \) represents the number of leaf nodes. The smaller the regularization term \( \lambda \geq 0 \), the more leaf nodes (subgroups) are allowed.

We use the implementation of the GOSDT algorithm in a Python package (Lin, 2021). Since our undersampled data set is still imbalanced, we use weighted accuracy and F1 score as our objective in preliminary experiments. F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The weighted accuracy is given by:

\[
wacc = 1 - \frac{FP + \omega FN}{\omega N^+ + N^-}.
\]

Hence, the cost for predicting positive samples as negative would increase as we increase the weight \( \omega \). The GOSDT algorithm requires users to input a weight \( \omega \) for \( wacc \), an objective function, and the regularization term \( \lambda \). We experiment with different combinations of these three parameters, using stratified five-fold cross-validation and training the model for 600 seconds in each fold. Generally, using weighted accuracy as the objective leads to better F1 score and AUC. We also observe that the performance increases as the regularization value decreases until 10\(^{-7} \). More leaf nodes can be created as \( \lambda \) decreases, allowing for finer subgroups. However, decreasing \( \lambda \) too much might cause over-fitting. For the experiments using the same \( \lambda \) value, using \( \omega = 4 \) performs better than using \( \omega = 3 \). We do not consider a weight beyond
4 because the proportion of label 0 and label 1 samples in our data set is 4 to 1. We determine the final set of parameters as $\lambda = 10^{-6}$ and $\omega = 4$ with the weighted accuracy objective. We use these parameters to run cross-validation for a longer time (5400 seconds for each fold) and report the model performance in Section 6.3.

6. Computational results

We first present the risk score and optimal decision tree models. We then compare their performance to baseline models and discuss each model’s features and strengths.

6.1. Risk score

We train the risk score on the undersampled data set with 23 features for 3600 seconds, achieving an optimality gap of 2.5%. Table 4 displays the model features and their corresponding point values. The risk score for a business is calculated as the sum of the intercept and the points for each feature. For example, consider a business that has “Yelp Phone in Advertisement” and “Yelp Spa Category” as true and all other selected features as false. These two features have point values of 3 and -1, respectively. When added to the intercept value of -3, a score of -1 is obtained.

The predicted risk (3) and observed risk (4) for each score value are shown in Figure 2. Considering the same example introduced above and referencing Figure 2, a score of -1 translates to a predicted risk of 26.9%. The observed risk of 25.8% means that in the labeled data set, 25.8% of the businesses with a score of -1 are labeled as IMBs. Observed risk generally increases with increments in score value and closely follows the predicted risk values, indicating the model is well calibrated. Figure 2 also displays the number of businesses and the observed risk for each score value in the full data set. As expected, the observed risk for each score value is smaller in the full data set. The observed risk still increases with risk score except for score 5 though. In this model, any integer score between -6 and 6 is possible, however, no business achieves either extreme (-6 or 6), even in the full data set. We can use the risk score for classification by selecting a threshold. For example, score zero, which corresponds to a predicted probability of 0.5 in (3), can be used as the classification threshold.

Table 4. Point value of each feature in the optimized risk score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Phone in Advertisement</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Massage Category</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Reflexology Category</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Review Rating Standard Deviation is 0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Mean Lexicon Score High</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Review Male Author Percent High</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Business Name Indicator</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Spa Category</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yelp Review Minimum Rating is 5</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census Percent Non-White Low</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADD POINTS FROM ALL ROWS SCORE = ...
interpretable models. However, the risk score still achieves the second highest precision among the baseline models.

6.4. Discussion

In this section, we comment on the features used in each model, strengths and weaknesses of each model, and potential improvements.

6.4.1. Model comparison

We analyze the features that are used in the risk score and optimal decision tree model and draw some conclusions about which data sources and types of features are most important in detecting IMBs. The following features are used in both models:

- **Yelp Phone in Advertisement**: This feature has a strong impact in both models. It has the highest point value in the risk score and contributes to the node with the highest percentage of correct classification for label 1 (90.5%) in the optimal decision tree. Listing a phone number that is also present in classified ads for commercial sex may indicate that the massage business is the location for the advertised sex acts or otherwise involved.

- **Yelp Massage and Spa Categories**: These category features also heavily impact both models. If the massage category is false, it results in a classification of 0. In the risk score model, the spa category has a negative point value. In the data set, if a business is not in the massage category, it must be in the spa category. We can therefore conclude that spa-type businesses are less likely to be IMBs.

- **Yelp Reflexology Category**: Businesses that only offer reflexology of the hands and feet are exempt from massage licensing requirements in certain jurisdictions...
including Texas (Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation, 2022). Stakeholder interviewees mentioned that IMBs may use this loophole to avoid regulation.

- **Business Name Indicator**: The business name of an IMB might use certain words to attract customers. This indicator feature includes words such as “happy” and “lucky” and words relating to Asian massage.
- **Yelp Mean Lexicon Score**: The Yelp Mean Lexicon Score - High feature is included in both models, and the Yelp Mean Lexicon Score - Low feature is included in the optimal decision tree. Customer reviews can provide first-hand witness to illicit activities in a massage business. In addition to high lexicon scores indicating IMB risk, having low lexicon scores might show that the business is legitimate.

Other features that are used by one of the models include the following:

- **Yelp Review Minimum Rating is 5**: With negative points assigned in the risk score, businesses with only five star reviews are more likely legitimate. This is reasonable considering the typical Yelp reviewer is not looking for an IMB.
- **Yelp Review Rating Standard Deviation is 0**: A standard deviation of 0 means that all of the customer reviews give the same rating which may imply that the business has a small number of Yelp reviews. Businesses that are not well established on Yelp may be more likely illicit than those that are well established. Although the business may have a small number of positive reviews, if they are all rated 5, then the effect is negated in the risk score by the feature listed above.
- **Yelp Review Male Author Percent - High**: Having a high percentage of reviews from male authors increases the risk score. A high percentage of male review authors may indicate a high percentage of male customers. It is known that IMBs primarily attract male customers (Crotty and Bouché, 2018).
- **Census Percent Non-White - Low**: Having a low percentage of non-white population detracts from the risk score indicating that IMBs may choose to locate in areas with high percentage of underrepresented population. This reflects the findings of racial features in work by Crotty and Bouché (2018), Chin, Takahashi, and Wiebe (2019), and White et al. (2021).
- **Census Percent Age 20 to 29 - Low**: This feature has a strong influence in the optimal decision tree because it is used right after the root branch. Note that the odds ratio for having a low percentage of population with age in the 20s is less than one in Table 3. People in their 20s experience the highest levels of residential mobility in the U.S. (Frost, 2020). We conjecture that areas with less young people therefore experience lower levels of residential mobility and lower levels of social disorganization. de Vries (2022) showed that social disorganization could partially explain IMB placement.
- **Distance to Military Base - Long**: In both of the two decision tree nodes for this feature, there is a smaller portion of labeled IMBs when the distance to military base is long. This may imply that businesses closer to a military base have higher risk which aligns with the opinion derived from our stakeholder interviews that IMBs can benefit from demand when locating near military bases.

Of the features we consider, mostly Yelp features are selected by the models. For the socio-demographic and geographic features, we create three bins using quantiles or natural cutoffs. Further tuning these thresholds may be of benefit for both feature types. Figure 5 shows the number of predicted IMBs by each model in the cross-validation test sets and the set of all businesses labeled as 1. The majority of the positive predictions from each model overlap. The optimal decision tree model can identify 47 more true positives than the risk score model at the cost of 147 more false positives. Together the two models can detect 294 of the 403 true suspected IMBs.

In addition to the prediction performance of the two models, other factors can be considered when choosing a model to use in practice. The risk score provides a natural means for ranking businesses by risk. A higher score value means a higher risk that the business is an IMB. The user can obtain the risk by looking up the score value in a simple table as seen in the first two rows of the table in Figure 2. The optimal decision tree model can also provide risk estimates at each leaf node (see Figure 3). The users can easily follow the structure of the tree to understand the decision logic of the model. They can also see how businesses are grouped together by sets of features and how combinations of features interact to influence predictions. Furthermore, the small size and simplicity of both models enable the users to make predictions without complex calculations.

Both models can be integrated into existing counter-trafficking investigative database systems such as Global Emancipation Network’s database platform Minerva, allowing users to visualize all the data that contributes to a business’s prediction. Interpretable machine learning models are useful in enabling decision makers to make well understood decisions.
and informed decisions. This is especially important in criminal justice because poorly informed decisions can have dire consequences, and only well understood decision tools are likely to be adopted by stakeholders (Deeb-Swihart et al., 2019; Raaijmakers, 2019).

6.4.2. Limitations and future work
Figure 2 shows 11 labeled IMBs earning the lowest two risk score values and six labeled non-IMBs earning the highest three risk scores values, indicating a disagreement between the score and the label. We closely examine these businesses to understand from where this disagreement stems.

Of the 11 businesses labeled as IMBs with the lowest risk scores, two have several verified illicit Rubmaps reviews, one had a penalty assessed for sexual misconduct, and one had a penalty assessed for employing unlicensed therapists. The remaining businesses require a closer look to determine if they received the appropriate label. Five are labeled as IMBs because their business license was voluntarily surrendered for an undisclosed reason. The remaining two are labeled as IMBs from their Rubmaps reviews, but one has a Rubmaps review saying that the business is legitimate. The other one has no information in common between the Yelp and Rubmaps pages other than the address. The address maps to a large office building, indicating that they may be falsely attributed to the same business.

All six of the businesses that are not labeled as IMBs, but have high risk scores, list a phone number that matches a sexually oriented classified advertisement. Searching the internet for these phone numbers reveals that five of these businesses are still listed on commercial sex websites advertising under the name of the massage business. Three businesses have high lexicon scores and four have a high percentage of male reviewers. Looking closer at the Yelp reviews, we see one review that reports about a therapist who was arrested for prostitution at the business. Another business has only two Yelp reviews; a five-star review from a male customer commenting on the attractiveness of the therapist and a one star review from a female customer complaining about a therapist prioritizing a male customer who entered during her massage. Most of these observations show that our labeling assumptions have some limitations. However, they also show that even with non-perfect labeling, the predictions make sense at each extreme, and it is worthwhile to investigate all predicted high-risk businesses since they might still have tangible risk factors present. Future work will involve more in-depth investigations of these businesses and relabeling them if necessary. This analysis can also suggest new features to consider. For example, the ratio of positive (five-star) male author reviews to negative (one-star) female author reviews. While the review score and author gender are included, their interaction is not explicitly considered in the current models.

We will also consider including other data sources in future improvements. The SafeGraph (SafeGraph, 2021) data set provides details about business operating hours and foot traffic. Late closing times (after 11:00 PM) and long business hours are known characteristics of IMBs (de Vries and Radford, 2022). In preliminary analysis of SafeGraph data, we identify some challenges for fully incorporating SafeGraph data into this work. The data set has many missing values and only partially overlaps with the Yelp data set. However, a basic descriptive analysis of the overlap of the two data sets suggests that of the businesses open past 11:00 PM on SafeGraph, over 30% are labeled as IMBs in our data set in contrast to less than 6% of those businesses closing before 11:00 PM. In future work, we will implement an ensemble of Yelp and SafeGraph prediction models. We also plan to include financial data such as tax records which may create reliable financial indicators or expose IMB networks. However, these data sets are difficult to obtain for large numbers of businesses. In this study, we emphasize models that utilize easily accessible data. For that reason we did not explore these data sources.

7. Conclusion
Informed by findings from 24 stakeholder interviews, analysis of online data and other attributes previously documented in the literature, we create two interpretable prediction models which can be used by a variety of stakeholders in their efforts to disrupt illicit businesses selling sex while masquerading as massage establishments. Combined, our two models identify around 300 businesses in the considered jurisdictions with high indicators of sexually oriented activity, raising confidence that human trafficking likely accounts for some of their business practices.

The outputs of our models can be used by law enforcement to build digital evidence against traffickers and lessen reliance on victim testimony to prosecute a difficult-to-obtain human trafficking charge requiring force, fraud, or coercion. Victim service providers can review correlated online information in advance of victim interaction allowing greater focus on trauma-informed techniques. Regulators and departments of health can likewise utilize our model outputs to track trends and patterns in IMB operations and establish regulatory practices which are effective against IMBs but limit harm to legitimate massage establishments and practitioners. We recognize that there are many hurdles in trafficking prosecutions that may limit the impact of this study including variations in local legislation and reliance on victim testimony.

Interpretable models that assess the likelihood of human trafficking in each business can be expanded to additional sectors, such as hospitality, transportation, and finance. Similarly, the proposed methodology for automating sense-making of online customer reviews and aggregating them to business level understandings has a multitude of applications and implications for private enterprise, law enforcement, and national security. The proposed interpretable models have the potential to meet a growing need in the counter-trafficking sector to understand and prevent online facilitation of trafficking.
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